The main object of the paper is to prove that if P is a set of primes with sum of reciprocals _<K, then the number of natural numbers up to x, divisible by no element of P, is _>cx, where c is a positive constant depending only on K . A lower estimate is given for c and a similar result is achieved in the case when the condition of primality is substituted by the weaker condition that any m elements of the sifting set are coprime .
but the real order is much smaller . If we choose the largest primes up to x whose sum of reciprocals does not exceed K (roughly speaking, the interval (xe ", x)), then (see de Bruijn [2 ] ), the number of unsifted elements is zxe -KeK ; this fact makes our problem nonstandard . PROBLEM 1 (cf. Erdös [3] ) . Is G(x, K) asymptotically given by the primes in (xe-K , x)?
The most we can achieve in this direction is THEOREM 1 . We have with a positive absolute constant c . PROBLEM 2 . What happens if we sift by other residue classes? Suppose Pi , • • • , Pk < x are primes with sum of reciprocals <K and to each p i corresponds a residue class a i (modp i ) . Is it true that the number of natural numbers n < x satisfying n Ek a i ( mod p i) for all i is at least cx, c = c(K) > 0?
Another surprising feature is that we cannot omit the condition that the elements of P be primes . Put
where A is subject to the conditions In the second part of the paper we shall show that more exactly, that
x-00 g x = H(x, 1) = a(x) has been shown by Schinzel and Szekeres [8] (not stated explicitly) .
The case when A is fixed and x tends to infinity is considerably different ; we have A(A) = lim F(x, A) >, 11 (1 -1/a) . A similar estimate holds under the weaker condition that a < x' -" for aEA .
with an absolute constant c, .
Though the condition of primality cannot be dropped in Theorem 1, it can be weakened to some extent . Let H,,,(x, K) = min F(x, A), (1 .9) where A is subject to (1 .5) and any m of its elements are coprime . If P is a set of primes satisfying (1 .2), then the number of squarefree integers up to x which are divisible by no element of P is >cx, c = c(K) > 0 . This is obtained by applying Theorem 3 to the set
aEA A= P U {q 2 : q is prime, q P) . We may assume b < and then these numbers are different . They all belong to B : if a l bp, then either alb, or p l a ; the first contradicts the definition of B, the second contradicts a < x' -s < p. Therefore with a suitable constant c. We shall use a real-type induction, that is, we shall deduce (3 .1) supposing it to hold for K -h, where h will be a positive number, depending on K explicitly and monotonically decreasing . Evidently hence y(K) > 1 -K, which proves (3 .1) for K < 7.
We are going to estimate F(x, P) for a set P satisfying (1 .2) . As F(x, P) > 1,
is obvious, thus we may assume x > ee " . if K > z and c is large enough ; this completes the proof.
. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
We do not actually need the condition that any m elements of A be relatively prime ; what we shall use is the fact that the composite elements of A grow rapidly . Theorem 3 follows from the next two lemmas . F(cx) = cF(x) + O(e"x/log x) .
Here the last inequality follows easily by Selberg's sieve . 
